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Abstract—A significant amount of energy is wasted by electrical appliances when they operate inefficiently either due to
anomalies and/or incorrect usage. To address this problem,
we present SocketWatch - an autonomous appliance monitoring
system. SocketWatch is positioned between a wall socket and
an appliance. SocketWatch learns the behavioral model of the
appliance by analyzing its active and reactive power consumption
patterns. It detects appliance malfunctions by observing any
marked deviations from these patterns.
SocketWatch is inexpensive and is easy to use: it neither
requires any enhancement to the appliances nor to the power
sockets nor any communication infrastructure. Moreover, the
decentralized approach avoids communication latency and costs,
and preserves data privacy. Real world experiments with multiple
appliances indicate that SocketWatch can be an effective and
inexpensive solution for reducing electricity wastage.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Electrical appliances such as clothes dryers, refrigerators
and dishwashers, especially those that have sub-components
of heating/cooling or use heated water constitute a significant
percentage of the electricity consumed by residential and commercial sectors [1]. Moreover, these appliances waste energy
due to inefficient usage and malfunctioning. For instance,
Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems
operate 30 - 45 percent below their efficiency rating, wasting
hundreds of Gigawatt hours of energy in the United States [2].
It is important that wastage is minimized because the appliance
usage is projected to sharply increase in the coming years [3].
To address this issue, governments are mandating strict
energy efficiency standards. For instance, the European Commission (EC) has mandated that the standby power shall not
exceed 0.5W and the standby plus power shall not exceed
1W [4]. However, government mandates cannot be applied
retroactively to millions of existing appliances that leak a
significant amount of energy in the standby state [5]. A few
commercial products such as Energenie [6] and MeterPlug
[7] that can eliminate such standby mode consumption of
certain classes of appliances (such as TV) have been released.
However, these products do not detect appliances that are
operating anomalously and/or inefficiently (known to be precursors to degradation, lifetime reduction and outright appliance breakdown) [8].
In an attempt to overcome these shortcomings, we explore
a decentralized (all aspects of operation - sensing, analytics,
actuation and notification - are performed at the device) design
through SocketWatch. SocketWatch has a single-phase power

socket into which any appliance (that draws less than 15
Amperes of current) can be plugged in and the SocketWatch
in turn gets plugged into a wall socket. SocketWatch has a
learning phase and a monitoring phase. During the learning
phase, SocketWatch senses the electrical parameters (voltage,
current, frequency and phase angle) to measure the power
consumption patterns of the attached appliance. It analyzes
these measurements using resource-efficient machine learning
algorithms to build a behavioral model (states i.e. different
unique power levels of operation, durations/frequencies of
those states, state transitions from one state to another, etc)
of the appliances. During the monitoring phase, it compares
the appliance consumption patterns against the learnt model,
and the deviations are used to spot malfunctioning and energy
leakage. SocketWatch, if possible, would take appropriate corrective actions (such as turning off idling appliances) or alert
the users. Real world experiments with multiple appliances
(refrigerators, washing machines and water heaters, air conditioners etc.) indicate that SocketWatch} can be an effective
and inexpensive solution for reducing electricity wastage.
The key contributions of this paper are:
• Design of a novel approach for characterizing appliances in terms of their electricity consumption
patterns.
• Design and experimental evaluation of resourceefficient unsupervised machine learning algorithms
that use these patterns for characterizing appliances
and for detecting anomalies.
• Design of a standalone smart plug that embodies those
algorithms. It neither requires any communication
infrastructure nor any changes to the appliance or grid.
It can work with many common appliances such as
refrigerators, TVs, washing machines, etc. Moreover,
since it analyzes the data locally, it avoids communication costs and preserves the privacy of appliance
owners.
II. BACKGROUND
Electrical appliances are built from active (elements such
as transistors that supply voltage or current to the circuit)
and passive (elements such as resistors and capacitors that
absorb energy) circuit elements. They perform their functions
by activating a set of one or more of these circuit elements
[9], [10]. As a result, power consumption of an appliance at
any instant is the aggregate consumption of all those elements
that were activated at that point in time.

To study the energy consumed by appliances while performing their various tasks (such as tumbling and spinning
operations of a washing machine), we collected consumption
data (active and reactive power) for a wide variety of common
electrical loads in use at 10 homes and 1 research facility using
plug-level monitors called jPlugs [11] for more than a year.
All the observed appliances, irrespective of usage and
ambient conditions that could affect their operations, exhibit
marked regularities in their electricity consumption patterns,
and, on the basis of these regularities, we hypothesize that
electrical appliances can be characterized using the four parameters listed below. For explaining the characterization, we
classify the appliances into three categories : 1. intermittentforeground (appliances such as TVs and hair driers that are
used for a few hours per day only in the presence of users) 2.
intermittent background (appliances such as washing machines
and AC that work for short durations with minimal user
interactions) and 3. continuous background (appliances such
as refrigerator and battery charger that run continuously with
minimal user interactions). It is important to note that these
classes are relevant only for the explanation for the system
itself; SocketWatch would still work even if an appliance does
not function as per this classification.
States - we define states as distinct levels of power1 (active
and reactive power) consumed by an appliance. Since the set
of activated circuit elements and the appliances themselves
are bound by their corresponding minimum and maximum
(voltage and current) ratings, power consumed by appliances at
all times fall within certain well-defined ranges. For instance,
as shown in Figure 1a, the power consumed by an observed
fridge falls between certain minimum and maximum levels in
its operating phases (for example, in compressor running and
defroster running). Further more, consumption levels can be
divided into well-separated clusters, as depicted in Figure 1b,
corresponding to those phases.
Substates - we define substates as the time spent in each
of the aforementioned states. Appliances complete their tasks
within a well-defined range of durations. As illustrated in
Figure 1c and Figure 1d, a fridge stays in the idling state
for different range of time durations during the normal idling
cycle (less than 20 minutes) versus the manual defrost cycle
(more than 80 minutes); though the power consumption levels
are similar in these two cases. Hence, these two operations are
considered as two different substates based on their durations.
State transitions - appliances execute the tasks associated
with their functions in one or more of a small number of
pre-programmed sequences. In this sense, appliances can be
considered as probabilistic finite state machines since the
sequence of tasks could vary based on user inputs and/or due
to ambient conditions. For instance, as illustrated in Figure
1e, a washing machine completes a single wash cycle by going
through one of the possible sequences of water heating (would
be skipped if the cold water cycle is chosen), tumbling and
spinning operations in order. Figure 1f illustrates the state
transition diagram for this washing machine.
Periodicity of States - many background appliances execute their tasks at regular intervals and for regular durations.
For example, as illustrated in Figure1a, a refrigerator runs its
compressor every 60 minutes for approximately 27 minutes.
1 In rest of the paper, the term power consumption means both the active
and reactive power consumed by an appliance. The terms reactive power and
power factor are used interchangeably.

We believe these four parameters can accurately characterize electrical appliances since they capture the fundamental
consumption characteristics - tasks, durations of those tasks,
task sequence and task periodicity [12]. Moreover, this characterization approach is suitable for implementing on embedded
computing platforms since it requires measuring only three
basic electrical quantities (voltage, current and phase angle)
and the model is built using resource-efficient machine learning
algorithms described in the next section.
III. P ERVASIVE A NALYTICS
As described in Section II, SocketWatch utilizes the regularities in power consumption patterns of appliances to spot
energy wasted by them. The functioning of SocketWatch can
be divided into learning and monitoring phases.
A. Learning Phase
In the learning phase, SocketWatch analyzes the power (active and reactive power) consumed by the attached appliance
to build a model (we assume that the appliance is functioning
correctly during the learning phase) of it. For building this
model, SocketWatch first divides the initially measured data
D (henceforth called as training data), into multiple k chunks,
D1 , ..., Dk . Then it builds the consumption model for each
training chunk. The characteristics which are consistent across
those k consumption models are retained as the reference or
benchmark consumption model of the attached appliance.
Next, we elaborate our approach for building a model of
appliance using the four parameters explained in Section II.
1) Modeling States: SocketWatch by analyzing the training
data, identifies the unique states in terms of power consumed
by an appliance. The number of such states depends upon
appliance types and models. Hence, we apply a clustering
approach that can implicitly identify the number of states
as well as the statistical characteristics of those states such
as minimum, maximum, mean and the standard deviation
of power consumption. HyCARCE [13], a low-computational
complexity clustering algorithm designed for embedded systems, is used for clustering the data. The output of this
algorithm is a set of clusters with their centroids, ellipse
boundaries and standard deviations. The clustered points are
de-normalized and the remaining 90% of un-sampled time
series measurements are assigned to one of the clusters based
on their euclidian distance from the centroid of the clusters
and the cluster boundaries. Each cluster is then regarded as
an state in the appliance consumption model and its properties
such as the mean, range and standard deviation are recorded.
To further reduce computational complexity, only a subset
(p%) of training dataset Di is used as input to this algorithm.
The performance of algorithms was compared using datasets
of various sizes. For this comparison, the statistical measure of
Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [14] that has a value between −1
(clusters produced by the two runs are entirely different) and 1
(clusters produced by the two runs are exactly same) is used.
Experimental results (obtained from analyzing consumption
datasets of four different appliances) show that 10% random
samples yield clustering performances comparable to the ones
provided by complete datasets. Additionally, the optimal value
of p can be identified depending upon the trade-off between
computational complexity versus modeling sensitivity, as discussed in Section V.
2) Modeling Substates: The states are divided into substates based on the duration for which an appliance remains in

Fig. 1: (a) Active power and power factor of a fridge in different states, (b) Clusters of power consumption levels of a fridge,
(c) Active power and power factor of a fridge during manual defrost and subsequent longer run of compressor ON cycle, (d)
Histograms of time spent by the fridge during idling (normal and manual defrost) and compressor ON (normal cycle and after
manual defrost) states, (e) A sequence of states executed by a washing machine, (f) State transition diagram for the washing
machine
a particular state. For instance, as shown in Figure 1c, a fridge’s
compressor cycle (state) can run for different durations (substates) based on the situation, but consume the same amount
of power. The set of discrete operational durations spent in
each of those states are processed using an efficient local
density maxima algorithm, to find the list of valid substates,
Ŝ. The algorithm builds a histogram of durations with the
specified number of bins and the highest (above a certain
minimum threshold) bin in an immediate neighborhood of bins
is considered to be the local density maxima. Further, each
such peak (along with its neighborhood bins) is considered as
a separate substate. Empirically, we found that 10, 0.5% and
4 to be suitable numbers for the number of bins, the minimum
frequency threshold and the neighborhood size, for extracting
the correct distinct substates for the data observed so far.
3) Modeling Periodicity of States: SocketWatch tracks the
time intervals between recurrence of states to learn the periodicity of those states. Since the intervals can vary due to ambient
conditions and usage, statistical measures (mean, minimum,
maximum and standard deviation) of the intervals are learnt
rather than single interval values representing strict periodicity.
4) Modeling Predictable State Transitions: SocketWatch
builds a first-order Markov model as a matrix whose rows
and columns are states that the appliance goes through. The
element Ai,j of this matrix A represents the number of times
the state represented by the row i was immediately followed
by the state represented by the column j. The probability of
Ai,j
transitioning, pij , from state Si to Sj is pij = P
.
n
Ai,j

j=1

B. Monitoring Phase
Currently, SocketWatch attempts to spot energy wasted in
standby states and/or due to appliance malfunctioning.
1) Standby Detection: As confirmed by the empirical
data, the standby states of foreground appliances have certain
distinguishing characteristics: the power consumption levels
and variations in those levels are lowest during these states.
Furthermore, the standby durations are much longer than

intermediate low power states. Since SocketWatch considers
these multiple aspects, it can identify standby states more
accurately than other approaches that consider only the power
levels.

2) Detecting malfunctions and inefficiencies: To spot any
malfunctioning of appliances, SocketWatch collects a set (similar to the number of measurements used in learning phase) of
measurements (active power and power factor) and conducts
the following tests:
State variations - SocketWatch would attempt to assign the
observed measurements to one of the clusters (corresponding
to the states from the learning phase). If they are assigned, the
centroids of these measurements would be compared against
the known states to check whether there is a shift. Such a shift
could be exhibited by aging appliances. If the measurements
cannot be assigned to any of the clusters, these measurements
indicate the occurrence of an anomalous state.
Substate variations - differences between the operational
duration bounds of the states observed in the previous step and
the substates from the learning phase indicate anomalies in the
appliance.
Changes in state/substate frequency - the time intervals
between two consecutive occurrences of states and subsets
would be compared with the corresponding intervals observed
during the learning phase. If the difference is more than two
standard deviations of known periodicity, these measurements
indicate issues in periodicity of those parameters.
Changes in transition probabilities - the appliance would
be tested for going through different substates in the right order
as per the consistent transitional probabilities observed during
the learning phase.
Using these tests, various types of appliance malfunctions
can be captured by SocketWatch. The variations observed in
the latter three tests would be an issue only for the background
appliances.

Fig. 2: (a) and (b): changes in refrigerator consumption when malfunctioning ( where the compressor is ON continuously). When
not functioning properly, this refrigerator is found to be consuming 50% extra energy (3KWh per day), compared to its normal
consumption (2KWh per day).
IV. E VALUATION
In this section, we present the evaluation results of various
algorithms employed in SocketWatch.
A. Identifying standby state
We evaluate the SocketWatch approach for standby detection using the ground truth annotated data for appliances like
an air-conditioner(AC), washing machine etc. Table I presents
the power consumed by an air-conditioner(AC) in different
states. This particular AC has three non-zero consumption
states that are well-separated from each other in terms of power
consumption, and in this case, the state 2 with the least mean
non-zero power consumption and the least standard deviation
is classified as the standby. Figures 3a and 3b represent
State
Power off
Standby
Compressor off
Compressor on

Active Power
µ
σ
0
0
13.05
0.37
144.09 23.49
1162.45 78.17

Reactive
µ
0
15.19
107.21
459.29

Power
σ
0
0.61
21.31
61.06

TABLE I: Average (µ) and Standard Deviation (σ) of active
and reactive power consumed by an AC.

Fig. 3: Histograms of active and reactive power consumed
during the standby and other operating states of a washing
machine. Standby state is the lowest non-zero consumption
state and has the lowest spread among all operating states.
the histograms of active and reactive power consumption
during various states of operation. As shown in figure, the
standby state is correctly identified with least mean non-zero
consumption and standard deviation. Additionally, all the other
states of a washing machine are much briefer in duration than
its standby state.

B. Detecting malfunctions
1) Malfunctioning of a fridge: Figure 1 shows the consumption patterns of a refrigerator when it is functioning
properly and Figure 2 when it is malfunctioning. As shown
in Figure 1a, the fridge turns the compressor ON and OFF
periodically. The condition of compressor OFF also appears
as a distinct state (6 watts active power and a power factor
of 1), as depicted in Figure 1b. Whereas when there is an
issue, the compressor never gets turned OFF, as seen in Figure
2a, and as a result, the compressor OFF state is missing in
Figure 2b. When the SocketWatch spotted this malfunction, we
found that refrigerator’s door gasket was dry and cracked. The
ambient hot air entered through this leaky gasket preventing
the fridge from reaching the cutoff temperature so that it can
cut the compressor OFF. When not functioning properly, this
refrigerator is found to be consuming 50% extra energy (3KWh
per day), compared to its normal consumption (2KWh per
day).
2) Malfunctioning of an air conditioner: We further evaluated SocketWatch approach in a controlled setup by inducing
anomalies in a room air-conditioner. We first built the reference
model for that AC unit under normal operating conditions
as shown in Figure 4a and Figure 4b. We then induced two
commonly observed malfunctions to test whether SocketWatch
can spot them:
Blocked air filter - when the filter was blocked with
a piece of cloth, the airflow was constricted. We observed
that power consumption levels (states) remained similar to the
normal conditions as shown in Figure 4b and 4d. But, the
compressor was running for much longer duration leading to
doubled (8.6KWh per day, compared to 4.5KWh in normal
condition) energy consumption. Due to this extended compressor cycles, their periodicity reduced as depicted in Figure
4a and 4c, and the SocketWatch correctly flagged that as a
malfunction.
Condenser fan disconnected - when the condenser fan
that exchanges heat with environment was disconnected, the
condenser coils got extremely hot. To protect the unit, a
thermal safety switch turned the compressor OFF. When the
compressor was switched OFF, the condenser coils cooled
down and when they reached a safe temperature, the compressor was switched ON again. However, due to these extreme
operating conditions, the operational states changed significantly as shown in Figure 4e. Thus, SocketWatch was able
to identify this malfunction.
Blower disconnected - the blower provides a continuous
supply of fresh, cool air by exchanging heat between the room

Fig. 4: (a) and (b): Air Conditioner normal behavior, (c) and (d): air filter blocked (states remain same but the periodicity of
states changes), (e): fan not working (change in states) (f): blower not working (change in states)
and the cooling coils. When the blower was disconnected,
the cold air was not blown into the room. Subsequently, the
cooling coils became very cold. As a result, the thermal sensing
bulb turned the compressor off to prevent further cooling. But,
since the room was hot, the thermostat turned the compressor
back ON with in a few minutes. Due to this frequent switching
of the compressor, the periodicity of compression cycles and
power consumption levels changed as illustrated in Figure 4f,.
Thus, SocketWatch was able to correctly identify the anomaly.
V. H ARDWARE D ESIGN
As shown in Figure 5, the hardware modules of SocketWatch are a configuration interface, a LCD module, a power
monitor, a computing device and a debug interface.
Configuration Interface - there are four configuration options: enabling standby power management, setting anomaly
tolerance (1-100%), setting minimum number of anomalies
that must be observed before alerting the user and monitoring
frequency (continuous, daily, weekly, etc.)
Display module - SocketWatch is equipped with a 32character (16x2) LCD module. This display is used to present
the alert messages to the users.
Power monitor - Active and reactive power consumed by
appliances are measured using Maxim’s 78M6612 energy
measurement and monitoring system-on-chip (SoC) [15].
Computing engine - BeagleBone Black, an embedded linux
platform [16], is the computing platform that runs aforementioned machine learning algorithms.
The entire hardware design is based on the consideration of
cost-performance trade-offs. In small volumes, SocketWatch
costs about $100. But, 50% of the cost can be attributed to
the Beagle Bone board. We are attempting to replace it with
a lower cost microcontroller based board. The hardware is
also designed to be power-efficient: SocketWatch consumes
about 10w when both the computing engine and the power
monitor are running at the same time. However, the power
consumption reduces to 0.15w when only the sensor is running.
We are adding mechanisms to enable the sensing circuitry to
run independent of the computing engine so the processor can

be in sleep mode until the data must be analyzed.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Analyzing power consumption patterns of appliances have
been an active area of research. The existing body of work can
be classified into two main areas: Electrical signature analysis
and characterization of electric loads.
Electrical Signature Analysis (ESA) - ESA describes a
set of non-intrusive techniques for monitoring the health of
electro-mechanical equipment. These techniques identify faults
(electrical and mechanical) through a frequency-domain analysis of voltage and current signals in the motor or generator
circuits of the tested equipment [17]. Since there are a number
of appliances (water heaters, TVs, etc) that do not include
any electromechanical components, SocketWatch uses only
regularities in power consumption patterns to build models
of appliances. Moreover, SocketWatch can identify energy
leakage that happens not only due to malfunctions but also due
to incorrect usage. For instance, an AC would consume more
energy when a nearby door is open but a signature analysis
would not find any anomaly.
Characterization and Modeling of Electrical Loads Several researchers have attempted to characterize electrical
appliances using fine-grained power consumption data. Barker
et al have derived accurate models of appliances by distilling a
small number of usage attributes in data gathered about dozens
of loads across multiple homes [18]. Reinhardt et al have
developed an automated approach for identifying devices based
on the data collected by distributed plug-level power measurement units [19]. Since these frameworks are tailored for the
simple integration of feature processors, they have employed a
supervised learning approach. Whereas SocketWatch is based
on unsupervised learning since it is a stand alone device that
is designed to work with a wide variety of appliances whose
performances could be dependent on ambient conditions and
usage.
VII. D ISCUSSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
Due to the recent issues with energy shortage and climate
change concerns, there has been an increasing interest in re-

Fig. 5: SocketWatch: (a) Hardware Block Diagram, (b) Hardware Design
ducing energy wastage. In this work, we present SocketWatch,
a smart plug that monitors power consumption characteristics
to spot energy leaked by malfunctioning and/or idling electrical
appliances. It does not require any communication infrastructure nor any changes to the appliance or grid. SocketWatch is
more beneficial for high consuming appliances like HVAC or
industrial loads etc. and large scale appliances like refrigerators
in large grocery stores, hotels etc. We give the high level
architecture and the hardware design details of SocketWatch.
Using data collected about 40 appliances used at 10 households, we showed that power consumption patterns can be
used to accurately model appliance performance characteristics. We presented novel unsupervised learning algorithms for
characterizing electrical appliances and for spotting electricity
wastage. Our experimental results show that both these algorithms could be used by SocketWatch to avoid energy wasted
by malfunctioning and idling appliances.
We are considering several future extensions to our work.
On the hardware side, first, we are including additional cheap
sensors such as temperature sensors to gather context information to further improve characterization accuracy. Second, we
are replacing single-phase energy monitor chip with a threephase one so appliances that use a three phase power supply
can be monitored. Third, we are planning to include power
quality sensors to study the impact of voltage levels, transients
and harmonics on the power consumption characteristics of
appliances. Fourth, we are substituting the linux single-board
computer with a microcontroller board to further reduce costs
and energy consumed by the computing engine.
On the algorithms side, first, we are planning to evaluate
and calibrate the algorithm parameters using ground truth data
from a large classes of appliances. Second, we are planning to
model appliance functions as compositions of atomic states/
substates, and state transitions using variable order Markov
models. Third, we are developing unsupervised learning techniques for identifying appliance classes so SocketWatch can
customize its analysis to appliance-specific characteristics.
We are also conducting evaluation and user studies to further refine SocketWatch’s approach for capturing inefficiencies
and alerting users.
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